20

20’s Plenty For Us
campaigning for a default 20 mph
speed limit for residential roads

?
The time for 20 mph as the default for British residential streets is now.
?
Over 80% of the public want 20 mph on the street where they live.
?
PACTS found that 70% of drivers wanted it.
?
The balance is shifting towards roads and streets being recognised as public spaces for
people rather than just motors.
?
We CAN move towards a more civil society.
?
Play your part in making it happen. JOIN 20’S PLENTY FOR US.

Portsmouth has already done it!!!!
Portsmouth City Council has now created 1200 streets with 20 mph
speed limits in just 9 months without any speed bumps. The total cost
was just £475,000 (about the same as two sets of traffic lights)
Speeds have already been reduced and the whole community has a
collective commitment to sharing the roads better.

Transport for London wants it for all London Boroughs!!!!
Transport for London is making funds available for all the London Boroughs to set 20 mph as
the default for residential streets. Hackney is one of the first. A council representative said :“the council believes that residents, pedestrians, cyclists and motorists would all benefit
from a 20mph safety limit and that therefore the standard speed limit on streets within
the borough of Hackney should be 20mph with only very limited exceptions”

DfT Guidelines suggest 20 mph as default for residential roads!!!!
The guidance for setting local speed limits has now been revised to allow a 20 mph speed limit
to be set without physical calming on roads with a lower average speed. It allows far more
flexibility for councils for implementing 20 mph on an authority wide basis. The 20 mph for
residential roads is now supported by multiple government agencies and charities.

Get up to date news on what’s happening
on 20’s Plenty in other areas

Use the 20’s Plenty For Us newsgroup to
swap campaign notes

Get relevant reports and articles showing
20’s Plenty merits and how it can be done
cheaply

Download 20’s Plenty action packs, DfT
Circular 01/2006, order a 20’s Plenty shirt

Form a community group to bring a 20 mph
default speed limit to your streets.

Improve quality of life, reduce noise,
increase safety, lower pollution, make your
town better!

www.20splentyforus.org.uk

